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Abstract The decommission project for one of the Chinese reactors has 
been doing in recent years. It was done in several aspects, the investigation, 
the feasibility study, the engineering design and the management of waste 
arising from decommissioning. The engineering design will be done in more 
detail for smooth decommissioning operation at the site in the near future. 

Introduction 

In China there are several nuclear reactors which have been operated for some 30 
years. We have been working at the decommissioning -program of the reactor in recent 
years. The work was done in several aspects. 

1. The Worldwide Investigation of Reactor Decommissioning 

The investigation was done by literature consulting, technical meeting, seminar and 
visitation. We held meetings and seminar with experts. We visited decommissioning 
reactors abroad, and participated IAEA technical committee meeting for preparation of 
the IAEA technical reports on reactor decommission. By all the activities we learnt a lot 
of experience about the reactor decommission. 

2. The Feasibility Study 

The feasibility study was finished in 1989. The feasibility study reports include 
eleven volumes: the general report; the investigation report; the safety analysis report; the 
radioactive monitoring report; the reactor structure report; the fuel handling system 
report; the thermal circuit report; the ventilation center building report; the environmental 
impact assessment report. Four candidate decommissioning approaches have been 
studied: permanent storage with surveillance; after long time storage with surveillance 
and then dismantling; total reactor storage with surveillance followed by partial 
dismantling and then final disposal. The recommended approach is the last from the 
more reasonably technical and economical point of view. The feasibility study report was 
approved by the experts at the meeting held by CNNC in 1989. 
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3. The Engineering Design 

Base on the feasibility study, the engineering design has been doing for several 
items, the basic design for opening sealing; reactor core entombment and equipment 
partial dismantling; the reactor core sampling approach; the approach of auxiliary system 

regulation and dismantling; the decontamination approach; the approach of waste 
treatment and disposal. Further work was the establishment of the standards used for 
decommissioning; the investigation of conventional cutting tool and decontamination 
equipment which could be used for reactor decommissioning; the R & D work for the 
took a/id equipment 

4. The Management of Waste Arising from Decommissioning 

As mentioned above the recommended approach is total reactor storage with 
surveillance followed by partial dismantling and then final disposal, i.e. decommissioning 
in stage 2. One of the advantage of this approach is less amount of waste arising. The 
contamination barrier is reduced to minimum size by removing easily dismantled part of 
system components, these parts have been contaminated but not activated. After 
decontamination most of these materials could be re-used or re-melted. Large amount of 
concrete, sand, reinforcement and structural steels may never become radioactive or are 
contaminated at very low level. The materials that are not combustible or compactable is 
segmented. The combustible and compactable materials is treated or disposed by using 
of mechanical compassion and incineration. 

According to the radioactive level of the waste, the waste will be stored and 
disposed separately. The high level waste may be stored in the space around the reactor 
core and entombed with reactor core. The low level waste are treated by temporary 
storage in special place such as spent fuel pool after clearing up, then transport to disposal 
site. 

The engineering design is going on in more detail for smooth decomirassicning 
operation at the site in the near future. 
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